
How Social CRM Amplifies your Contact and List Building Efforts?

Today, list building is considered an essential life-skill for businesses. Whether you 
just have a list of random leads or definite list of prospects, building a list of 
possible customers give a sense of direction to your business.

At the same time, list building is just a primary step towards customer acquisition. 
In-order to fulfill its potential, you need to further connect and engage with the 
selected audience.

A social CRM tool allows you to connect and manage a list of customers or 
prospects. It amplifies the power of your collected list, enabling you to create and 
manage long-term customer relationships.

Otherwise, your list building efforts could be simply ending-up with partial results. In
this article, we are discussing direct and indirect benefits of CRM-based customer 
management.

1. Personalize Customer Contacts

With social CRM enabled, you will be able to attach social profiles to individual 
customer or lead accounts. Under this categorization, you can understand and 
categorize each customer types based on their concerned social profile types. 

This information gives you a better perspective for handling customer and 
prospect conversation. Progressively, you can go ahead and personalize your 
customer contacts.

2. Social CRM improves your Contact and List Quality

A social CRM empowers you to constantly find and add new relevant members to 
your customer contacts. By ensuring presence among various social forums and 
platforms, you could constantly communicate with new prospects.

For example, consider a cold-calling scenario. In this situation, phone book forms a 
random prospect list with lowest possible rate of conversion. The social CRM usage 
lets you manage each prospect through layers of communication.

This enables you build a lead list involving higher-value and more relevant 
prospects, who are more likely to get converted.

3. Simultaneously Manage Multiple Platforms and Queries

Different social platforms are the gateway to diverse audience groups. By ensuring 
presence among different digital platforms, you could instantly increase your reach 
and gain leverage of association.



Rather than tabbing between multiple social platforms, social CRM gives you a 
unified platform for managing all social conversations. It also allows you to 
collectively add different social profiles to your customer accounts, instantly 
increasing reach and penetration.

With covering platforms including twitter, facebook and instagram, you could cover 
an audience base with different tastes. This enables you to uncover specific 
customer niches, which are inaccessible through traditional advertising.

4. Initiate and Encourage Communications

In social Media, one of the easiest ways to generate collective audience interest is 
to spur conversations. If a business has regular open audience communication, that 
a particular enterprise is seen as being active and engaging.

With maintaining an active and instant-response social platform, you could instantly
increase and streamline your customer conversations. 

Also a business social media page provides a permanent record for a particular 
customer conversation, available for reference at any future time. It also happens to
be an indirect way of receiving more visitors and prospects.

5. Build and Earn Audience Influence

With staging digital-social conversations, you could prove your expertise in your 
concerned business endeavor. This helps you to progressively earn audience 
influence, which happens to be the staple of confidence among online audience.

With increased number of followers, you could also receive increased number of 
leads, which simultaneously increases your following. This helps you to build 
audience influence among specific audience niches.

Learn more about Social CRM with us @ +91-7899887755 or 
sales@kapturecrm.com!
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